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LPA calls on all states and territories to move to 100% capacity in live 
entertainment venues and keep borders open as industry marks one 
year since shut down  
 
Live Performance Australia (LPA), the arts and entertainment industry peak body, today called on all states and 
territories to outline the timeframe to allow all live entertainment venues to operate at 100 percent capacity 
and to guarantee borders would remain open now the vaccination program was underway. 

LPA Chief Executive Evelyn Richardson said the live entertainment industry had proved resilient in the face of 
significant disruption caused by COVID-19. “The industry has worked with all governments to get our people 
back to work, our shows back on stage and touring.  

“We set a goal of getting our theatres open at 100 percent capacity by March this year. We’ve nearly reached 
75 percent audience capacity indoors across the country with some shows at 85+ percent and Queensland at 
100 percent, the first state to lift restrictions.  

“We’re now calling on all states and territories to follow the lead of Queensland and open all indoor theatre 
venues to 100 percent capacity. We also need to review the one person per two square metre rule. We know 
that small live performance venues are struggling to program events given the current restrictions and events 
of scale such as concerts and music festivals are a long way off returning to normal business operations. 

“The challenges of eight different frameworks with anomalies in indoor and outdoor settings plus lack of 
consistency across industry sectors is severely impeding business recovery. We are concerned that sport and 
cultural events are being treated differently, despite the venue settings being broadly the same.  

“We are also a huge touring industry and rely on borders being open and venue capacities being aligned 
nationally. For a producer putting a show into market, the current patchwork of restrictions severely hinders 
their ability to design a business model that works in terms of ticket sales and touring costs. 

“At 75 percent capacity most of our shows are still not breaking even. We’ve also had the constant disruption 
of snap lockdowns and changing border and density restrictions. This has impacted both consumer and 
industry confidence. 

“20 March marks one year since the first domestic border closed in Australia. Monday marked the first day in 
12 months that all domestic borders were open. We need to keep them open. 

“For our live music promoters we also need certainty we can kick start our summer touring season in October 
with full capacity in all our venues, indoor and outdoor, large and small.    

“We ask that the National Cabinet agree to keep the borders open, commit to increasing capacity to 100 
percent at all live entertainment venues and work with us to implement a framework for bringing in 
international artists and crew. 

“This will get all of our people back to work and enable our companies to get back to business”, Ms Richardson 
said. 
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Join the conversation on Facebook and Twitter. 

About LPA 

Live Performance Australia (LPA) is the peak body for Australia’s live performance industry. Established over 
100 years ago in 1917 and registered as an employers’ organisation under the Fair Work (Registered 
Organisations) Act 2009, LPA has over 400 Members nationally. We represent commercial producers, music 
promoters, major performing arts companies, small to medium companies, independent producers, major 
performing arts centres, metropolitan and regional venues, commercial theatres, stadiums and arenas, arts 
festivals, music festivals, and service providers such as ticketing companies and technical suppliers. Our 
membership spans from small-medium and not-for-profit organisations to large commercial entities.  
 
LPA has a clear mandate to advocate for and support policy decisions that benefit the sustainability and 
growth of the live performance industry in Australia. 
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Live-Performance-Australia/285191078241875?ref=bookmarks
https://twitter.com/LivePerfAust

